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            Column Array Systems


            
              

            
          

          
            
          

          
            
              Carvin Audio’s TRC SYSTEMS are our finest sound systems, offering high SPL levels that project up to 400’ with exceptional clarity. Unsurpassed high frequency and deep bass response will place the audience in the center of your performance.

            

          
        

      
        


        
          
            
          

          
            
              








  






  



            
          


          
            LT Series Power Amplifiers


            
              

            
          

          
            
          

          
            
              The LT Series power amplifiers feature cutting edge PFC technology allowing high power output in a space saving 1U frame design. Multi channel models up to 4 channels are available. 

            

          
        

      
        


        
          
            
          

          
            
              








  






  



            
          


          
            Active Loudspeakers


            
              

            
          

          
            
          

          
            
              The SCx and QX Series active loudspeakers provide a high performance solution for small to mid-sized venues. 

            

          
        

      
        


        
          
            
          

          
            
              








  






  



            
          


          
            In-Ear Monitors


            
              

            
          

          
            
          

          
            
              Hear your monitor mix in bold detail and have the freedom to move anywhere on stage. Every member of the band will be happy with this simple to use, scalable system.

            

          
        

      
    

  










  
    
      
        


        
          
            
          

          
            
              








  






  



            
          


          
            Guitar and Bass Pedals


            
          

          
            
          

          
            
              Great tone and simple setup in a compact package. Deliver meaningful performances anywhere you go.
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              Your creativity has no limits, why should your gear? Powerful wireless microphone systems that are easy to use and fast to deploy on every show. 
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              Dynamic Vocal Microphones, AC Power Conditioners, DI Boxes, and cables to help your show run smoothly.

            

          
        

      
        


        
          
            
          

          
            
              








  






  



            
          


          
            speaker parts


            
          

          
            
          

          
            
              Carvin replacement speakers and high frequency drivers for the following Carvin series. LS Series, PM Series, MB Series Bass Combos, AG Series Acoustic Amplifier Combos.
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          Wireless Systems Made Simple
You shouldn't have to be a rocket scientist to setup and use your gear.
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            1. Select Your Gear


            
              

            
          

          

          
            
              Have questions? Click here to contact our expert staff.

            

          
        

      
        


        
          

          
            
              








  






  



            
          


          
            2. Delivery Is Fast and secure


            
              

            
          

          

          
            
              Most orders ship the same day. For a limited time, orders may take up to 2 business days to ship.
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              Easy setup and operation lets you perform your best. 
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            "The Legacy Drive Pedal is a savior for me. It retains all the quality warm tone of the Legacy pre amp section of the amp but now I can carry it in my suitcase and know that wherever I go I will have my favorite amp tone with me."
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            "Working with Carvin Audio allows for the message of the story to be told in our theatrical performances. The clarity and intelligibility that I get from their products is world class."
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            "Providing powerful, portable audio for the Red Bull Showhauler. The gear is tough, reliable and just flat out amazing"
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              Creating a Wide and Immersive Mix: Advanced Stereo Imaging and Spatial Effects
            
          


          
            

            

            
          


          

              
                






The stereo format is pretty amazing. Because we have two ears and a whole host of processing power in our brains, two simple channels can do a lot to create a sense of immersive space and bring us into the music. In modern mixing, a lot of thought is put into space, including making mixes sound wider and deeper. So, let’s look at a few ways we can do just that.
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              Multiband Compression Basics
            
          


          
            

            

            
          


          

              
                

Compression is one of the most important and misunderstood tools in an audio arsenal. In previous posts, we’ve talked about using compression on stage and compression tips specifically for bassists, but here we’ll introduce a slightly more esoteric tool – multiband compression.
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              Mix Clarity: Advanced EQ and Compression Techniques
            
          


          
            

            

            
          


          

              
                

Clarity is job one when mixing, especially in modern recording. Even when your goal is a wall of sound, you still need a certain clarity, or you can easily find yourself in a muddy mess. So, we thought we’d talk about some slightly more advanced EQ and compression techniques for that purpose. We chose to put these two together because the combination of EQ and compression is a huge part of how modern mixers achieve such pristine clarity.
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          Contact Us    858-751-4884
support@carvinaudio.com
International Sales
Warranty and Trial Period
Shipping
Manuals
NoFraud Frequently Asked Questions
Thiele/Small Parameters
Schematics
Firmware Download
Become a Dealer
About Us
"Make a joyful noise unto the Lord all of the earth; make a loud noise and rejoice and sing praises. Sing to the Lord with the harp and the voice of the psalm." - Psalm 98:4-5
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